Special Paper 1

SUBJECT 6/1
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1. Read these instructions carefully.

2. DO NOT turn this page before you are told. Your teacher will tell you when to turn this page to begin writing the questions.

3. There are 50 questions in this Special Paper One paper. You will be given exactly 60 minutes to do the questions.

4. For each question, four answers are given, but only one of the four is right. Work out which is the best answer. Then, on your Answer Sheet, mark the box completely by shading the answer space of the letter of your choice. If you had chosen answer D for a question, you would show it like this:-

   A   B   C   D

5. You must SHADE your answer spaces completely and darkly using an HB pencil. If you have to change your answer, you must rub out the shading very neatly before shading the new one. Use a clean rubber.

6. When you have finished one page, go straight on without waiting to be told. If you have time left at the end of the question paper, use it to check your work carefully.

7. Look at your Answer Sheet. On the top left hand side are boxes which should have, Examination Year, your School Number and Examination Number. It should also say Subject 6 Paper 1.

8. Look at your Answer Sheet again. At the bottom left hand side, it should have your Surname, Forename, Subject – Special Paper Two, Name of Primary School and your Secondary School of choice.

9. Put up your hand now if:

   You have any question.

   You have the wrong answer sheet.

You will not be able to ask questions once the examination has begun.

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD.
USE ONLY AN HB PENCIL FOR YOUR ANSWERS.
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This question paper consists of 11 printed pages.
1. What comes NEXT in the series below?
   T – U, V – W, ________
   A   A – Y
   B   X – Y
   C   Y – X
   D   Z – X

2. Which word would complete the pattern?
   CHILDREN   DEN
   ADVANCE    ACE
   SUBJECT    JET
   DESERT     ________
   A   RED
   B   SEE
   C   SET
   D   TED

3. Which word would complete the pattern?
   BIBLE       BIB
   CHAIR       AIR
   SADDLE      SAD
   ISLAND      ________
   A   SAN
   B   DAN
   C   AND
   D   DIN

4. Which word would complete the pattern?
   ELEPHANT    TAN
   PAWPAWS    SAW
   KILOGRAMS  SAM
   HEART       ________
   A   HAT
   B   RAT
   C   TAR
   D   TEA
5 Which word would complete the pattern?
ATTENTION TENT
INTELLIGENT TELL
PHARMACIST ARM
INFORMATION
A  TIN
B  MAT
C  FIR
D  FOR

6 Which number should come NEXT in the series?
1,  3,  6,  10,  15,  
A  8
B  11
C  21
D  24

7 Which word would complete the pattern?
STONE ONE
SADNESS SAD
GARAGE AGE
FORTUNE
A  FOR
B  FORT
C  TEN
D  TUNE

8 Which number MUST be put in the box to complete the series?
84, 91, 98,  , 112
A  101
B  103
C  105
D  107
9 Complete the following number series.
2394 2493
8124 8421
5837
A 8537
B 3857
C 7442
D 5738

10 What COMES NEXT in the series?
F22G - H44I - J66K
A L88M
B L99M
C N77O
D O88N

11 What number would complete the series below?
213, 324, 435, □
A 546
B 536
C 446
D 436

12 Complete the following letter pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A E
B J
C K
D L

13 A computer ALWAYS has a ...
A camera.
B keyboard.
C printer.
D speaker.
Chipo and Zodwa are light in complexion. Judy and Mambwe are dark. Chipo and Ilunga are tall. Judy and Zodwa are short. Who is short and dark?
A  Zodwa
B  Judy
C  Ilunga
D  Chipo

Boreholes ALWAYS have ...
A  pumps.
B  tanks.
C  users
D  water.

If 216534736 means CARPENTER, then 635317 stands for ...
A  CARPET
B  CENTRE
C  REPEAT
D  REPENT

Drama is to ACT as CHOIR is to ...
A  FAST.
B  PLAY.
C  PRAY.
D  SING.

Three of the following are ALIKE in some way. Which one is DIFFERENT?
A  FORKS
B  KNIVES
C  SIEVES
D  SPOONS

Which number must be put in the box to complete the series?
10:00, 10:15, 10:30, [ ] 11:00
A  10:40
B  10:45
C  10:50
D  10:55
20 Three of the following are ALIKE in some way. Which one is DIFFERENT?
   A  AREA
   B  CONE
   C  CUBE
   D  PYRAMID

21 What comes NEXT in the series?
   5Rq, 7Po, 9Nm, 11Lk, [ ]
   A  14Ji
   B  13Ji
   C  13Jk
   D  13jh

22 A woman took her for baby for under five clinic. When asked when the baby was
    born, she simply said that when people were planting maize last year. This month
    could probably have been ...
   A  August.
   B  March.
   C  June.
   D  December.

23 Three of the following are ALIKE in some way. Which one is DIFFERENT?
   A  COMPLEMENT
   B  CONDEMN
   C  CONGRATULATE
   D  COMMEND

24 Which number MUST be put in the box to complete the series?
   24, [ ], 70, 93
   A  23
   B  37
   C  47
   D  57
25 Chanda has airtime for fifteen kwacha on her phone. She decides to call her friend Naomi and talk to her for five minutes. She then calls another friend, Jessey and talks to her for two minutes. Lastly she calls Musonda and talks to him for six minutes. How many minutes did she spend talking to her friends on the phone?
   A Two minutes
   B Six minutes
   C Twelve minutes
   D Thirteen minutes

26 Which letters MUST be put in the box to complete the series?
   JK, IL, HM, GN 【 】
   A FE
   B OP
   C FO
   D ON

27 Three of the following are ALIKE in some way. Which one is DIFFERENT?
   A CHAIR
   B CARPET
   C PLATE
   D SOFA

28 Which number MUST be put in the box to complete the series?
   15 – 30, 45 – 90, 60 – 120, 75 – 【 】
   A 135
   B 150
   C 175
   D 200

29 A house of three bedrooms is occupied by a family of twelve. The first bedroom is occupied by the parents. The second bedroom is occupied by seven sons. The rest were girls who occupied the third bedroom. How many girls were they in the third bedroom?
   A Two
   B Three
   C Four
   D Five
30 Which letter MUST be put in the box to complete the series?
I, MN, QR, [ ]
A ST
B UV
C WX
D YZ

31 Mwaba, Chewa, Cindy and Bwalya were friends who lived on the sixth floor on an upstairs building. One day the lift which took them up was not working and they had to use the stairs. Chewa arrived home before Cindy who arrived before Bwalya. Mwaba arrived after Chewa. Who arrived first?
A Bwalya
B Chewa
C Cindy
D Mwaba

32 Nalukui bought 20 apples. She gave six apples to her nephew Likando who took five more without Nalukui’s knowledge. How many apples did Likando now have?
A 5 apples
B 6 apples
C 9 apples
D 11 apples

33 A centenary ALWAYS has …
A 125 years.
B 100 years.
C 50 years.
D 10 years.

34 Three of the following are ALIKE in some way. Which one is DIFFERENT?
A BELL
B DRUM
C SOUND
D WHISTLE

35 FAREWELL is to GO as WELCOME is to …
A ARRIVE.
B LEAVE.
C DEPART.
D STAY.
36  WIDE is to NARROW as REMEMBER is to ...
   A  FORGET.
   B  PAST.
   C  RECALL.
   D  REWIND.

37  Two girls get on a see-saw. Girl A goes up first and girl B goes up second. If the see-saw goes up nine times, which girl will be up on the ninth time?
   A  Girl A
   B  Girl B
   C  Both girls
   D  No one

38  RAINFALL is ALWAYS measured in...
   A  CENTIMETRES.
   B  METERS.
   C  MILLIMETRES.
   D  LITRES.

39  Which word would come SECOND if arranged in ALPHABETICAL order?
   A  ATTEND
   B  ATTACK
   C  ATTAIN
   D  ATTEMPT

40  Which word would come FIRST if arranged in ALPHABETICAL order?
   A  APPOINT
   B  APPLIED
   C  APPRAISE
   D  APPLICANT

41  RUDE is to POLITE as UGLY is to ...
   A  AWFUL.
   B  BEAUTY.
   C  DARK.
   D  NASTY.

42  Three of the following are alike in some way. Which one is DIFFERENT?
   A  Bed
   B  Chair
   C  Stool
   D  Bench
43 Which word would come SECOND if arranged in ALPHABETICAL order?
A HORSE
B HOUSE
C HONOR
D HONEST

44 DEEP is to SHALLOW as DANGER is to ...
A HARM.
B KILL.
C POISON.
D SAFE.

45 What should be put in the box to complete the series?
3W, 15V, 75U, ______________
A 355T
B 355S
C 375T
D 375S

46 SOFA is to CUSHION as BED is to ...
A BLANKET.
B MATRESS.
C PILLOW.
D SLEEP.

47 REACH is to ARRIVE as MENTION is to ...
A DRAW.
B HEAR.
C TELL.
D WRITE.

48 BEFORE is to AFTER as GATHER is to ...
A COLLECT.
B HEAP.
C SCATTER.
D LUMP.